GRAVEL RECLAIMER

- No post to impede operator visibility in any position and attaches to Capital I wing
- 25-35% savings reclaiming gravel
- 42” working width
- Extension cylinder allows the operator to extend reclaimer for a second pass
- Capable of shaping road slope
- Preloaded extension arm spring maintains reclaimer stability in carry position
Patented postless design offers excellent operator visibility and allows the reclaimer to extend. All hydraulics are controlled from the cab.

Extension cylinder allows the operator to make a second pass.

Loose link assembly allows reclaimer to float over obstacles up to 32”.

Preloaded extension arm spring maintains reclaimer stability in carry position.

Mounts are utilized for the wing, mower, and gravel reclaimer.

Attaches easily using quick attach design.

Cutting depth can be adjusted hydraulically from the cab.

Capable of shaping road shoulder.

Replaceable quick change carbide teeth.